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Programme
(Please note that breakfast will be available from 6:30am-9:30am every day for residential delegates)
Tuesday, 12 June
08:00 Registration
09:00 I - An introduction into vacuum system design
Oleg Malyshev, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK
12:30 Lunch
13:30 II – Materials for vacuum, connections, joints and sealing
Richard Pilkington, The University of Salford, UK
17:00 Close
19:00 Three-course dinner with complimentary drink
Arts Restaurant
Wednesday, 13 June
08:30 Registration
09:00 III – Vacuum gauges and RGAs
Ron Reid
12:30 Lunch
13:30 IV - Vacuum pump and valve operation and maintenance
Sunil Patel, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
17:00 Close
18:30 Drinks reception and barbecue
Thursday, 14 June
09:00 V(a) – Cleaning, cleanliness and surface treatments
Keith Middleman, STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK
10:30 V(b) - Leak detection and how to fix vacuum leaks
Graham Rogers, Leybold Vacuum, UK
12:30 Lunch
13:30 VI – Vacuum system design – practice project
Andrew Chew, Edwards Vacuum, UK
17:00 Close of Training Course
vsdm2018.iopconfs.org

(Invited) An introduction into vacuum system design

O Malyshev
STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK
This lecture will introduce the basics of vacuum gas dynamics that will be used in the following lectures. We will
define that is vacuum sealed vessel, various sources of gas in vacuum vessel, processes at vacuum chamber walls
such as desorption, absorption, desorption (thermally and particle bombardment induced), diffusion and
permeation, sticking probabilities etc. Various materials are used for manufacturing vacuum chamber and for invacuum components. We will discuss what criteria for choosing the material are and what a compatibility with
vacuum is. Definitions of gas throughput, pumping speed and vacuum conductance will be given and applied in
basic vacuum calculations. We will do some simple pump-down calculations, work out with examples and work with
a few tasks in calculating pressures in various vacuum pumping layouts.

(Invited) Materials for vacuum, connections, joints and sealing
R Pilkington
The University of Salford, UK
The construction of an effective vacuum system requires a large number of design considerations that all impinge on
its overall efficiency, as well as its “fit for purpose”. A system may be “cobbled” together from available components
but this is not ideal. Initially, it is important to consider a number of aspects such as: the pressure requirements of
the system, access into the system, the pumping speed, cleanliness and process parameters etc. It is therefore
important to understand the role that the materials, components, methods of connection, and seals have on the
final setup.
This course with consider: how the general vacuum environment is related to the materials of construction; the effect
of various types of general seals and their effect on the ultimate vacuum achievable; dynamic seals including
valves, feedthroughs (rotary, electrical and optical); load locks; and how to reduce the inclusion of trapped volumes.
(Invited) Vacuum gauges and RGAs
R Reid
The term Vacuum covers a wide range of sub atmospheric pressures of which some 16 or so decades are of
practical interest. Direct measuring of such pressures is not possible, so “pressure” must be inferred using a variety
of physical properties of the residual gas.
This session will concentrate on the physical phenomena involved, what influences the measurement and their
accuracy and practical realisations in the form of gauges for total and partial pressure measurement.
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(Invited) Vacuum pump and valve operation and maintenance
S Patel
STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
In industry and in research regular maintenance of vacuum pumps and valves helps to minimise downtime, which in
turn helps to reduce running costs. Maintenance can also help to increase equipment lifetime too.
In this session, I will talk about the various types of pumps and valves that are used from the rough to the extreme
high vacuum regions. I will also describe some of the basic maintenance work that you could carry out on this
equipment, using practical demonstrations where possible.
(Invited) Cleaning, cleanliness and surface treatments
K Middleman
STFC Daresbury Laboratory, UK
Modern particle accelerators such as linear colliders or free electron lasers have increasingly more difficult vacuum
challenges to overcome. Conductance limitations are commonplace and in some cases require total pressures lower
than 10-11 mbar to achieve satisfactory accelerator operation. Pushing the boundaries beyond UHV down to XHV
has posed many problems and this talk will detail various processing techniques that can be employed to achieve
the vacuum levels required. Specific examples of the improved cleaning procedures developed at STFC will be
given, the importance of in-situ RGA monitoring, particle control and other aspects of UHV/XHV vacuum.
(Invited) Leak detection and how to fix vacuum leaks
G Rogers
Leybold Vacuum, UK
The presentation will review and define the types of vacuum leaks. There will be an overview of the forms of leak
detection before focussing on the mass spectrometric technique and the use of Helium as a search gas. Both
qualitative and quantitative approaches will be discussed.
The four modes employed in Helium leak detection will be described and compared.
Vacuum – Integral detection
Vacuum – local detection
Overpressure – integral detection
Overpressure – local detection (sniffing)
The operational principle of helium leak detectors and calibration will be presented.
There will be an opportunity at the end of the presentation to operate a helium leak detector.
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(Invited) Vacuum system design – practice project
A Chew
Edwards Vacuum, UK
With a foundation gained in vacuum physics, materials, pumps, gauges and associated equipment we naturally
seek to apply this to the development of a new system or perhaps optimisation of a current system. This can be very
challenging as there are many issues and factors which must be considered and addressed; each with a different
‘weighting’ dependent upon the individual project’s objectives and specifications.
In this session we will discuss design considerations and system modelling techniques which range from simple
manual to highly complex computerised software. Examples from a range of vacuum applications sectors will be
used for illustration and time will be allocated for a class exercise.
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